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Abstract  

Low density materials are used as thermal barriers in Space Launch Vehicles and Space 

Capsules. Such thermal protection systems protect vital systems from very high temperatures  

due to re-entry or  thermal leak to very low temperature fuel tanks. Acoustic blankets are also 

used in certain regions of launch vehicles. These very low density materials  are 

manufactured individually unlike  metallic materials where a large quantity melt is worked 

and treated to get uniform properties further downstream .  Hence, Non Destructive 

Evaluation(NDE) of individual blocks are essential.  These  materials are also having (1) very 

low density of the order of 0.3 g/cc    or less,   (2)  general porosity of sufficiently large size 

which is inherent due to the manufacturing process  and (3) High sound attenuation . Hence, 

conventional X ray and Ultrasonic NDE is not feasible.   

In some other applications for ground systems such as wind tunnel( for testing of space 

products)  also, porous non metallic bricks are used in large numbers of the order of 15,000 

for which inspection is to be carried out in-situ. X ray NDE not feasible for such applications 

also because 1. Property evaluation not feasible 2. Inspection can not be done in-situ because 

of X-ray hazard and 3. Cost of film is prohibitive.     

Studies are conducted on samples of these materials and their bonds considering various 

applications, stages of production and use.  Various means like Electromagnetic, mechanical 

and acoustic inputs were sent to these material and their responses were studied.  Studies 

revealed that acoustic inputs at various frequencies including audible and ultrasonic 

frequencies are responding to the defects. Hence, a special equipment system was designed 

and manufactured for carrying out systematic experimentation.  After realization of 

equipment, named AUS system, various methodologies were developed, verified and 

implemented for actual use. The authors are summarizing the work carried out by them on 

applications with the help of some typical examples and photographs.  
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1. Introduction  

The materials used for thermal protection systems are low density and porous for which 

conventional NDE methods do not exist. Initially, studies were conducted on samples of 

these materials by sending  sound at various frequencies and studying the responses. 

Different materials were responding to different frequencies ranging from audible to 

ultrasonic frequencies depending  on the material properties and texture of material. A 

new  system working in the range of audible and ultrasonic frequencies named AUS system 

was  realized. With the realized system, various methodologies were developed, verified 

and implemented for actual use 

 

2. Brief on Studies  to  concept design of NDE equipment system 

Studies are conducted on samples of these materials and their bonds considering various 

applications and stages of production and use.  Various means like Electromagnetic, 

mechanical and acoustic inputs were sent to these material and their responses were studied.  

Studies revealed that acoustic inputs at various frequencies including audible and ultrasonic 

is responding to the defects in these material and property changes in the materiel. However 

ranges of frequency, input signal control, real time analysis, probing units requirements 

were enormous and not available in the market.  Hence, a special equipment system was 

designed and manufactured for carrying out systematic experimentation.  Scope of this 

paper does not cover further details of this activity. Subsequently, the equipment named 

AUS system including probing units and analysis tools was developed and realized. 

 

3. Development of methodologies, scanning schemes and analysis for various 

applications. 

After realization of equipment, named AUS system, various methodologies were               

developed, verified and implemented for production use. Following are some of the typical 

methodologies.  

3.1 Methodology for bond evaluation of foam to metallic cryo fuel tank.  

Foam is used as an external thermal insulation for cryogenic fuel tank in order to maintain 

the temperature of fuel inside the tank within permissible limits. Presence of defects such as 

voids within foam and debond between foam and tank will lead to local moisture 

condensation and ice formation which are to be avoided.  

Foam by itself, is a porous and sound attenuating material which does not respond to 

conventional ultrasonic frequencies. Experiments revealed that audible frequency of about 

1kHz only was able to transmit through the material. Special probing units were designed 

for the purpose as shown in Fig1. 



 

 

 

 The probing unit is placed on the surface the foam material which is having low 

 density of the order of 0.3 g/cc. Transmitter is capable of generating pulses of 

 100Hz to 10 kHz sound.  Receiver will receive the reflected signal from surface of 

 foam. The frequency of the  input sound is varied so that wave length in  foam is 

 increased to get transmitted into the  material and a clear reflection is seen on the 

 screen. This frequency is fixed. 

 

 

       

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1 :  Features of one typical probing unit used for   evaluation  

bond between foam and metallic structure 

Fig. 2 :  Schematics of detection of debonds between foam and 

metallic structure by inspection from foam surface 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Fig 4 : Debond signature    Fig 5: Good bond signature 

In the presence of void within foam/debond between foam and tank, the reflected 

sound received by receiver will be more as shown in Fig 4. In a normal region, the 

sound will get attenuated and transmitted to next interface. Hence only a small amount 

of signal will be reflected back and picked by the receiver as shown in Fig 5. 

 

3.2 Methodology for evaluation of bond between two non metallic materials.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 6 :  Schematics of detection of debonds between two non metallic materials  - one is sound 

attenuating and other  transparent to sound  of certain frequency range 

Fig.3 :  Typical probing unit used for   evaluation  bond between foam and metallic structure 



Inhibition is slow burning compound used in solid propellant rocket motor to prevent  

burning of solid propellant from ends. This is to achieve a specific thrust time pattern 

for specific application and also to prevent uncontrolled burning. Hence, bond integrity 

of inhibition and propellant is critical.  As inhibition is a sound attenuating material 

and enclosed in a heavy structure, conventional X ray NDT is not feasible for this 

interface. 

Experiments revealed that at certain frequencies and signal amplitude, these materials 

can transmit sound of low velocity of the order of 300m/s. Low wave length sound 

cannot spread in the material and can be stopped by interface gaps/porosity. Hence 

through transmission mode of inspection could be adopted as shown in Fig 6. Receiver 

which is kept at a distance can detect debonds closed to the transmitter. This method 

can be used for inspection of large products because propellant is very transparent to 

the frequency selected and travel long distance.  

 

 

 

 

 

    

Fig.7: Received signal at 1 metre away.       Fig.8:  Received signal at 2.7 metres away. 

The above signature indicates, large solid motors can be inspected by keeping 

receivers at approachable locations much away from transmitter.  

3.3 Methodology for bond evaluation of small porous tiles bonded to honey comb 

structures.  

 

Fig.9 :  Schematics of detection of debonds between  very low density material  and honey 

comb base  structure. 



Porous silica based tiles are used as thermal protection systems in re-entry missions 

due to high flame retardence and low transmission of thermal energy. This material is 

having low density and is sound attenuating, but at certain frequencies and signal 

amplitude, these materials can transmit sound of low velocity of the order of 100m/s. 

Low velocity means low wave length. Low wave length sound cannot propagate in the 

material and can be stopped by interface gaps/porosity. As shown in Fig 9, once the 

base structure receives the sound it will propagate in the material. Hence receiver 

which is kept at a distance in adjacent tile can detect debonds.   

 

 

 

 

        

 

Fig 10: Detection of debond  between  typical low density material  and honey comb base  structure. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

        Fig. 11  Good bond signature   Fig.12. Debond signature 

 

In the case of normal bond, sound will pass from tile to base structure. Sound will 

propagate in the base structure and can be received by the receiver kept on adjacent 

tile. Hence amplitude of received signal will be more as shown in Fig 11. In case of 

debond, sound cannot pass from tile to base structure. Hence no signal will be received 

by receiver as shown in Fig 12. 

 

 

 



3.4 Methodology for material evaluation of   bricks used in hot wind tunnels  

Non-metallic bricks are used as heater material in hypersonic wind tunnel. These are 

porous materials. Conventional methods like X-ray cannot be used for material 

property evaluation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

          Fig. 13:  Sintering time vs velocity for alumina    Fig. 14 :  Histogram of ultrasound 

 brick specimen         velocities. 

 

 

 

 

 

  

    Fig 15: Evaluation of porous bricks for wind tunnel 

Studies were carried out alumina brick specimens processed with different sintering 

time. A good correlation was observed between sintering time and ultrasound velocity 

in the material as shown in Fig 13.Hence ultrasound velocity in the material could be 

used as an indirect measure of sintering. Ultrasound velocity mapping was carried out 

on thousands of bricks at field level.  Histogram of velocities was near normal as 

shown in Fig 14 indicating uniformity in material and hence uniform sintering. 

Acceptance standard for ultrasound velocity was arrived at based on required sintering 

time. The methodology was implemented for insitu characterization of about 15000 

bricks at shop floor as shown in Fig 15. 
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4.0   Conclusion 

Ultrasonic evaluation of low density porous materials has been made possible by design 

and realization of Special NDE system named AUS system. Methodology was developed, 

standardized for specific materials at specimen level and has been successfully 

implemented on actual flight components at multiple work centres. The method is cost-

effective and   insitu evaluation is also possible. Studies are in progress for extending the 

application to more areas where conventional methods like radiography can be slowly 

replaced thus saving time, effort and money. 
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